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ABSTRACT
Enhanced vertical velocities associated with submesoscale motions may rapidly modify mixed layer depths
and increase exchange between the mixed layer and the ocean interior. These dynamics are of particular
importance in the Southern Ocean, where the ventilation of many density classes occurs. Here we present
results from an observational field program in southern Drake Passage, a region preconditioned for sub-
mesoscale instability owing to its strong mesoscale eddy field, persistent fronts, strong down-front winds,
and weak vertical stratification. Two gliders sampled fromDecember 2014 throughMarch 2015 upstream and
downstream of the Shackleton Fracture Zone (SFZ). The acquired time series of mixed layer depths and
buoyancy gradients enabled calculations of potential vorticity and classifications of submesoscale instabilities.
The regions flanking the SFZ displayed remarkably different characteristics despite similar surface forcing.
Mixed layer depths were nearly twice as deep, and horizontal buoyancy gradients were larger downstream of
the SFZ. Upstream of the SFZ, submesoscale variability was confined to the edges of topographically steered
fronts, whereas downstream thesemotions weremore broadly distributed. Comparisons to a one-dimensional
(1D) mixing model demonstrate the role of submesoscale instabilities in generating mixed layer variance.
Numerical output from a submesoscale-resolving simulation indicates that submesoscale instabilities are
crucial for correctly reproducing upper-ocean stratification. These results show that bathymetry can play a key
role in generating dynamically distinct submesoscale characteristics over short spatial scales and that sub-
mesoscale motions can be locally active during summer months.
1. Introduction
The Southern Ocean plays a key role in Earth’s cli-
mate owing to the ventilation of deep waters and the
subduction of newly formed intermediate and bottom
waters. Upwelling and subduction rates depend on sur-
face forcing, mixed layer depths (MLDs), and the spatial
and temporal distribution of surface outcrop positions of
density classes (Marshall 1997; Abernathey et al. 2016).
Oceanic submesoscale motions are known to signifi-
cantly impact upper-ocean stratification and exchange
between the mixed layer and thermocline (Klein and
Lapeyre 2009; McWilliams 2016). The submesoscale is
distinguished by Richardson (Ri) and Rossby (Ro)
numbers approaching O(1). Unlike low-Ro, large-scale
flows, which drive horizontal stirring of large-scale
buoyancy and tracer gradients, submesoscale motions
lead to large vertical velocities and fluxes (Mahadevan
and Tandon 2006).
The Southern Ocean and the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current (ACC) are associated with many of the charac-
teristics that are conducive to generating submesoscale
motions: (i) persistent frontal currents with strong lateral
buoyancy gradients, (ii) strong surface forcing, (iii) vig-
orous stirring by an energetic mesoscale eddy field, and
(iv) weak vertical stratification. While much of our un-
derstanding about submesoscales has been achieved
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through idealized modeling approaches (e.g., Boccaletti
et al. 2007; Capet et al. 2008; Thomas and Ferrari 2008;
Mahadevan et al. 2010), regional, submesoscale-resolving
simulations in the Southern Ocean, such as around Ker-
guelen Plateau (Rosso et al. 2014) and Drake Passage
(Bachman et al. 2017b), have demonstrated the impact of
these scales on upper-ocean stratification and vertical
exchange with the ocean interior. In particular, Rosso
et al. (2014) reports enhanced vertical exchange and ve-
locities when submesoscales are resolved, while Bachman
et al. (2017b) shows that mixed layers shoal with in-
creased model resolution.
Observations of the submesoscale in the Southern
Ocean are sparse because of the difficulty and expense
of field campaigns in this region. Even in Drake Passage,
which is the most intensively studied region of the
Southern Ocean (Meredith et al. 2011), observations are
typically carried out on large temporal and spatial scales,
such as the repeat expendable bathythermograph sec-
tions of Drake Passage (Sprintall 2003) and the U.K.-led
SR1b line. Little observational work is available at the
submesoscale to corroborate themodeling work that has
been done in the region. Adams et al. (2017) provides a
notable exception; this field program surveyed an active
submesoscale field surrounding a large coherent meso-
scale eddy pinched off from the Polar Front. New
analysis of high-resolution model output by Su et al.
(2018) suggests that the Southern Ocean also has the
smallest seasonal cycle of submesoscale activity. In
contrast to in situ studies in subtropical regions, which
predominantly found submesoscale activity in winter-
time (e.g., Callies et al. 2015; Thompson et al. 2016;
Hosegood et al. 2013), we present evidence for in-
termittent episodes of a highly active submesoscale field
during summer months in southern Drake Passage.
In recent years, autonomous underwater vehicles,
such as Seagliders, have been increasingly used as a
method of observing submesoscale dynamics over
longer time periods than is allowed by ship-based field
campaigns. A 2008 observational study in the North
Atlantic used gliders to provide evidence for an eddy-
driven restratification of the upper ocean that spurred
spring phytoplankton blooms in the North Atlantic
(Mahadevan et al. 2012). More recently, the 2012–13
Ocean Surface Mixing, Ocean Submesoscale Inter-
action Study (OSMOSIS) campaign studied a small
patch of the open ocean for an entire year, documenting
a range of submesoscale instabilities (Thompson et al.
2016). Todd et al. (2016) used gliders to study the po-
tential vorticity (PV) structure of the North Ameri-
can western boundary currents, and du Plessis et al.
(2017) carried out similar analyses in the ACC’s
subantarctic zone.
The goals of the field program presented here,
Changes in Stratification at the Antarctic Peninsula
(ChinStrAP), were to observe mixed layer depth vari-
ability and its impact on the ventilation and subduction
of near-surface water masses at submesoscale temporal
and spatial resolution. ChinStrAP provides the first
submesoscale-resolving seasonal-scale observational
experiment in Drake Passage, collected by Seagliders
over a period of 4 months in the austral summer of
2014/15. The gliders sampled on either side of the
Shackleton Fracture Zone (SFZ), providing insight
into two distinct dynamical regimes. Upstream of the
SFZ, the southern boundary of the ACC (SBACC)
and the Southern ACC Front (SACCF) are strongly
constrained by topography close to the shelf, but
deflect northward as they pass over the SFZ (Orsi
et al. 1995). The injection of Weddell Sea Waters by
the Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) (Gill 1973; Jacobs
1991) and Weddell Front downstream of the SFZ
(Heywood et al. 2004; Thompson et al. 2009) lead to
further differences in properties between the regions
(Patterson and Sievers 1980; Whitworth et al. 1994).
Althoughwe cover a relatively small region of the Southern
Ocean, these observations show abrupt changes in the
characteristics of the submesocalemotions and their impact
on the upper-ocean hydrography; lessons from this region
may be extended to other parts of the Southern Ocean.
Following earlier observational studies, we analyze
the glider data for instances where the ocean is pre-
conditioned toward gravitational and/or symmetric in-
stability in the mixed layer. Symmetric instability is a
shear instability that extracts kinetic energy from geo-
strophic flows via slantwise convection. The resulting
rearrangement of water parcels leads to low PV in the
mixed layer, conditioning it to further submesoscale
instabilities (Haine and Marshall 1998). We also in-
vestigate the relative impacts of mixed layer baroclinic
instability (BCI), which shoals the mixed layer by the
slumping of isopycnals (Haine and Marshall 1998), and
Ekman buoyancy flux (EBF), or wind-driven re- and
destratification (Thomas 2005). When a wind stress is
applied in a down-front orientation, the resulting Ek-
man transport carries denser water over lighter waters,
causing vertical convection and a destruction of strati-
fication and PV. When the wind has an up-front orien-
tation, the Ekman transport moves lighter water over
denser water, causing an increase in stratification
throughout the Ekman layer depth, which can lead to a
restratification of the mixed layer. Parameterizations
are used to compare the potential effects of Ekman
buoyancy flux and BCI on the mixed layer buoyancy
budget. As in du Plessis et al. (2017), we use a one-
dimensional (1D) mixed layer model to discern the role
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of surface forcing on setting upper-ocean stratification.
The model is then modified to incorporate the effects of
Ekman buoyancy flux and BCI. Our results suggest that
these processes are at least as important as the surface
wind and buoyancy forcing in setting mixed layer vari-
ability in the Southern Ocean. Finally, a high-resolution
global circulation model is used to validate our mixed
layer observations and to confirm the feasibility of cal-
culating PV from gliders.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a
description of the ChinStrAP field program, a description
of the supplementary datasets used, the theoretical
framework used to quantify the effects of submesoscale
processes on the stratification of the upper ocean, and a
brief description of the bulk mixed layer model used to
replicate the observed mixed layers. Section 3 provides a
characterization of the study site using previously derived
parameterizations to examine the spatial and temporal
variability of submesoscale instabilities and evaluates
the efficacy of the mixed layer model. Section 4 further
analyzes the variability across the SFZ, a prominent
bathymetric feature off the tip of theAntarctic Peninsula,
and proposes the cause of the dynamical differences be-
tween the regions just upstream and downstream of the
SFZ. Here we also discuss the limitations of the study.
Our conclusions are presented in section 5.
2. Methods
a. Field program description
Two key focuses of the ChinStrAP field campaign were
(i) identifying regions of southern Drake Passage that
may be conditioned for submesoscale instabilities and (ii)
determining the relative importance of submesoscale
motions and atmospheric forcing on the upper-ocean
stratification. Two Seagliders were deployed north of the
Antarctic Peninsula and piloted in cross-shelf sections
over a period of fourmonths (December 2014–April 2015)
(Figs. 1a,b). Shipboard Rosette CTD casts conducted
during the glider deployment cruise were used for glider
sensor calibration and initialization of the Price–Weller–
Pinkel (PWP) model [section 3d; Fig. 8a (shown below)].
The gliders profile in a V-shaped pattern, sampling
continuous, inclined profiles to either 1000m or the
ocean floor, whichever depth was shallower. A full-
depth dive took approximately 5h to complete and
spanned a horizontal displacement of between 0.1 and
7km, depending on the strength of the background flow
(Fig. 1c). A full transect across the shelf was completed
over a period of roughly one week. During each dive,
measurements of temperature T, pressure, and salinity
S data were collected from a Seabird SBE3 temperature
sensor and an SBE4 conductivity sensor (CTSail).
The unpumped CTD sampled every 5 s throughout the
dive, approximately every 1m. The initial accuracy of the
temperature and salinity is approximately 0.0028C and
0.002psu, respectively, with expected drifts over the de-
ployment of less than 0.0018C and 0.001psu. Both gliders
were additionally equipped with an Aanderaa 4330F
oxygen optode, and a WET Laboratories Environmental
Characterization Optics (ECO) Puck measuring fluores-
cence and optical backscatter; an analysis of subduction
pathways based on the optical data is given in Erickson
et al. (2016).
The raw glider data were processed using the Uni-
versity of East Anglia’s Seaglider Toolbox, which cor-
rects for lag and inertial effects, and then were manually
FIG. 1. Overview of the ChinStrAP field program. (a) Bathymetry of Drake Passage region (from ETOPO1) including the ChinStrAP
study area (black box). (b) ChinStrAP glider lines from SG-W (purple) and SG-E (green) are overlaid on 1-km-resolution GHRSST from
3 Feb 2015 (Chao et al. 2009). Bathymetric contours are shown in 500-m intervals (gray) with the 0-m contour in black and a thicker
contour for 1000m. Major bathymetry features are labeled: SFZ, OB, EI, and KGI. Black asterisks indicate sections used in Fig. 3, and
white boxes indicate subdomains of LLCmodel. (c) Histogramof horizontal separation of glider profiles for both vehicles shows amean of
1.6 km (red).
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despiked. These data were objectively mapped onto a
regular grid in depth and time, with a vertical resolution of
5mand a horizontal temporal resolution of approximately
1h (using a Gaussian weighting function with a vertical
scale of 15mand a temporal scale of 4h).A comparison of
the raw data to the objectively mapped dataset revealed
no significant aliasing due to this choice of resolution;
a sensitivity study on the horizontal grid showed this res-
olution to introduce minimal spurious features while re-
taining the most information about submesoscale
processes. The horizontal glider positionwas interpolated
to this grid to give a monotonically increasing along-track
distance, fromwhich horizontal spatial gradients could be
calculated. This dataset necessarily conflates spatial and
temporal variability, and it remains a significant challenge
to separate out these effects in our analysis; we appeal to a
high-resolution numerical model to provide additional
confidence in our analysis.
Glider SG-W was deployed north of King George
Island (KGI) at 58.828W, 61.738S, and completed 771
dives over a four-month period. The second glider,
SG-E, was deployed northeast of Elephant Island (EI) at
52.488W, 60.488S, and completed 642 dives over three
months. The two locations are separated by the SFZ, a
large bathymetric ridge that runs northwest–southeast
perpendicular to the mean flow of the ACC through
Drake Passage (Fig. 1). Throughout the deployment,
SG-W predominantly sampled the region upstream of
the SFZ, while SG-E remained mainly downstream of
the SFZ. Both regions, occupying the same latitudes,
experience roughly the same surface heat and surface
wind stress. The winds are predominantly westerly
and do not vary significantly over the area the gliders
sampled. This work considers the influence of sub-
mesoscale instabilities on the mixed layer depth and
surface buoyancy budget. The mixed layer depth was
calculated using a density (s) threshold criterion using
Ds 5 0.125 kgm23 (Monterey and Levitus 1997); this
value was chosen because it gave the best visual
agreement with the surface mixed layer in individual
profiles.
b. Additional datasets
Wind speed and wind direction data were available
four times daily from ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011),
which has a horizontal resolution of ;80km. ERA-
Interim was selected because it most accurately repro-
duced both wind speed and direction as measured by the
shipboard instruments over a one-week period during
the deployment cruise (Fig. 2b). Freshwater and surface
heat fluxes were also taken from ERA-Interim to be
consistent with the wind stress data.
c. Mixed layer model description
In the following dataset we explore the impact of
lateral (or three dimensional) submesoscale dynamics
on setting the upper-ocean stratification. This was
achieved by first using the one-dimensional PWP bulk
mixed layer model proposed by Price et al. (1986);
a similar analysis was carried out by du Plessis et al.
(2017) for a different region of the Southern Ocean.
Precipitation, longwave radiation, and sensible and la-
tent heat are applied at the surface, while shortwave
radiation is absorbed at depth with two wavelength-
dependent exponentially decaying terms, with these at-
tenuation distances defined by Paulson and Simpson
(1977). Turbulent mixing is parameterized based on the
strength of the local wind stress. The surface fluxes
and wind stress were interpolated to the glider posi-
tion at each time step. Using a time step of 1 h, surface
buoyancy and momentum fluxes are applied and
mixed down through the water column, and bulk and
gradient Richardson numbers are calculated. If these
are below critical values [Rib , 0.65; Rig , 0.25 as in
FIG. 2. (a) A histogram of wind directions fromERA-Interim over the study region fromDecember 2014 toApril
2015 shows predominantly westerly winds. (b) A comparison of three tested reanalysis products, ERA-Interim
(ECMWF; blue), AMPS (red), and NCEP (green), and shipboard wind speed data (instantaneous wind speed in
gray, 3-h running mean in black).
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Price et al. (1986)], water is entrained from below and
the process is repeated.
The PWP model was initialized with the shipboard
CTD calibration cast, as the higher vertical resolution
acquired by the CTD (1m as opposed to 5m from the
glider) was found to improve the performance of the
model; there was little difference between glider and
CTD profiles at this location. To distinguish the effects
of atmospheric forcing from those of submesoscales,
advection, and other three-dimensional processes, a
modified PWP model (mPWP) was also run, which in-
cluded parameterizations of an equivalent heat flux
from baroclinic instability and Ekman buoyancy flux,
detailed in section 2e. The implementation of the
mPWP will be discussed further in section 3d.
d. Potential vorticity calculations
We follow the framework of earlier studies (Thomas
et al. 2013; Thompson et al. 2016; du Plessis et al. 2017)
that have used the Ertel PV as a diagnostic tool to de-
termine times when portions of the mixed layer may be
preconditioned toward instabilities that will act to restore
PV toneutral stability conditions.A brief summary of this
technique is provided here. The full Ertel PV is given by
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where va5 2V1=3 u is the absolute vorticity, f is
the Coriolis parameter, b is the buoyancy, defined as b5
g(1 2 r/r0), where g is the gravitational acceleration, r is
the fluid density, r0 is the reference density 1027.15kgm
23
(the mean density over the deployment), V is the angular
velocity of the Earth, u is the three-dimensional fluid ve-
locity,N25 bz is the vertical stratification, and z5 yx2 uy
is the vertical relative vorticity. Subscripts above indicate
partial differentiation.
A limitation of the PV approach is that observations
are restricted to the vertical and a single horizontal di-
mension (Shcherbina et al. 2013; Thompson et al. 2016).
During this particular mission, the gliders were piloted
perpendicular to the fronts to the degree possible based
on the current speeds; this limits the error in the two-
dimensional PV calculation (see section 4). A compre-
hensive explanation behind the simplifying assumptions
made can be found in Thompson et al. (2016), among
others. The resulting observational PV is given as
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and the validity of these assumptions will be discussed
in section 4.
From the PV calculations, conditions favorable for
submesoscale instabilities can be identified using the
balanced Richardson number, as in Thomas et al.
(2013):
f
Rib
5 tan21(2Ri21b ) , (3)
with a critical balancedRichardson angle,fc5 tan
21(2z/f ),
separating regimes of symmetric, gravitational, and
mixed symmetric/gravitational instability from the
stable regime.
e. Submesoscale instability calculations
In addition to the instability criteria described above,
which require PV. 0 (opposite sign of f), the release of
available potential energy stored in the mixed layer
through BCI, which does not require PV . 0, may also
impact the upper-ocean stratification (Boccaletti et al.
2007). Fox-Kemper et al. (2008) provided a parameter-
ization for the effective streamfunction caused by this
baroclinic instability dependent on the mixed layer
depth H and horizontal buoyancy gradient j=bj. As the
gliders can only resolve one horizontal direction, we can
write the parameterization as
c
BCI
5C
0
b
x
H2
f
m(z) , (4)
with bx being the horizontal buoyancy gradient in the
direction along the glider track. The empirical constant
C0 may vary throughout the ocean, but in the absence of
any direct measurements of this value, we takeC05 0.06
as in Fox-Kemper et al. (2008) and previous glider
studies. The function m(z) describes the vertical struc-
ture of cBCI; here we set this term equal to unity for
simplicity. Using cBCI and the lateral buoyancy gradi-
ent, the restratifying buoyancy flux can be determined,
and for ease of comparison to the surface fluxes, as in
Mahadevan et al. (2012), this can be expressed as an
equivalent heat flux (Wm22):
Q
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5 0:06
b2xH
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C
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, (5)
where Cp is the specific heat of seawater and a is the
thermal expansion coefficient, a function of temperature
and pressure.
Another key factor in setting the stratification of the
upper ocean is the interaction between surface wind
forcing and upper-ocean fronts, a process known as the
Ekman buoyancy flux (Thomas 2005). This effect can
also be written as an overturning streamfunction, again
with the simplification that we only consider the wind
stress component perpendicular to the glider path ty:
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If we again consider the buoyancy gradient in the along-
track direction bx, we can write an equivalent heat flux
expression analogous to (5):
Q
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. (7)
We acknowledge that our analysis disregards much of
the intricacy of the vertical structure of the upper ocean,
in particular by eliminating the depth dependence of the
QBCI parameterization in (5) and by assuming the
equivalence of the Ekman layer and mixed layer depths.
Nonetheless, observational evidence from Lenn and
Chereskin (2009) supports the notion that in Drake
Passage, Ekman layer depths approach the annual-mean
mixed layer depths of 120m. Disentanglement of the
vertical structure is beyond the scope of the paper, and
we will focus on the parameterizations in terms of rel-
ative, rather than absolute, changes.
f. Global circulation model description
Output from a global high-resolution general circulation
model based on a latitude/longitude/polar-cap (hereinafter
LLC) configuration of the MIT general circulation model
(MITgcm; Marshall et al. 1997; Hill et al. 2007) is used to
assess the validity of our glider PV analysis. The LLC
simulation is a 1/488MITgcmmodel with 90 vertical levels,
with a horizontal resolution of approximately 0.75km in
the polar regions and a vertical resolution of 1m near the
surface to better resolve the diurnal cycle.
The model configuration includes a flux-limited,
seventh-order, monotonicity-preserving advection scheme
(Daru and Tenaud 2004) and the modified Leith scheme
of Fox-Kemper and Menemenlis (2008) for horizontal
viscosity. Vertical viscosity and diffusivity are parame-
terized according to the K-profile parameterization
(KPP) (Large et al. 1994). Bottom drag is quadratic
(drag coefficient CD 5 2.1 3 10
23) and side drag is free
slip. Partial cells (Adcroft et al. 1997) are used to rep-
resent the sloping sea floor in our z-level vertical dis-
cretization. Bathymetry is from Global Topography,
version 14.1, updated from Smith and Sandwell (1997).
The simulation is initialized from a data-constrained
global ocean and sea ice solution provided by the Esti-
mating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean, Phase
II (ECCO2), project (Menemenlis et al. 2005, 2008;
Losch et al. 2010) and includes tidal forcing. The in-
clusion of tides allows one to successfully repro-
duce shelf–slope dynamics and water-mass modification
(Flexas et al. 2015). Surface boundary conditions are
6-hourly output from the ECMWF atmospheric opera-
tional model analysis, starting in 2011, with spatial reso-
lution of about 79km.One year of hourlymodel output of
full three-dimensional model prognostic variables is
available (from September 2011 to August 2012).
We used three subdomains: one located upstream of
the SFZ, one located between the SFZ and the Ona
Basin (OB), and one located downstream of both the
SFZ and the Ona Basin, plotted in Fig. 1b. Compari-
sons between the observations and the LLC model
were made in order to validate the assumptions made
in our calculations of PV and MLD. Temperature, sa-
linity, and horizontal velocities from the model were
used to calculate both the Ertel PV [(1)] and an ob-
servational PV [(2)].
3. Results
a. Site characterization
The observations collected in the ChinStrAP field
program allow for the examination of both temporal
(summer and into early fall) and spatial variability of
mixed layer depths and dynamics. Following Whitworth
et al. (1998), we define Circumpolar Deep Water
(CDW) as the subsurface temperature maximum umax.
In our region, umax corresponds to a neutral density g
n of
28.00 kgm23. Water above CDW is Antarctic Surface
Water (AASW), and subsurface umin indicate presence
of Winter Water (WW) formed during the cold season.
Upstream of the SFZ, the mixed layer depth does not
vary significantly, and it is clearly defined by the shallow,
warm/fresh AASW that sits above WW (Fig. 3a).
Downstream of the SFZ, the mixed layers are much
more variable, and there are sharp lateral gradients in
the density field that are not associated with the main
fronts of theACC. This is indicative of enhanced stirring
by an active mesoscale eddy field (Fig. 3b). In both
representative sections, warmer surface waters are
found offshore than on the shelf; this pattern is also re-
flected in the high-resolution SST data shown in Fig. 1b.
The predominant water mass upstream of the SFZ is
CDW, which is found all the way up to the shelf break. It
is capped by a layer of AASW on top of WW, which
leads to the stability in the mixed layer described above.
Downstream of the SFZ, there is weak vertical stratifi-
cation, but there are sharp distinctions between the
subsurface water masses in the horizontal as evidenced
by the gaps in the T/S structure that are not evident
upstream (Figs. 3c,d).
One of the strongest distinctions between the two
regions is the depth and variability of the mixed layers
upstream and downstream of the SFZ. The mixed layer
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depths upstream of the SFZ are 65 6 19m, while
downstream the average depth is 119 6 92m. Further-
more, upstream of the SFZ, mixed layer depth has an
inverse correlation with bathymetry, with deeper mixed
layers being found on the continental shelf/slope and
shallower mixed layers as the glider moves into deeper
waters (Fig. 4a). In contrast, mixed layers downstream
of the SFZ show more spatial variability, with a general
trend of increasing mixed layer depth from west to east
downstream of the SFZ. SG-E occupied these stations
farther downstream from the SFZ at the beginning of
the deployment. Since mixed layers would be expected
to be deeper in autumn, toward the end of the de-
ployment (Fig. 4b), we attribute this pattern to spatial,
rather than temporal, variability. While the peak in the
histogram of the mixed layer depths is similar in both
regions, there is a much longer tail in the mixed layer
depth distribution in the region downstream of the SFZ
as compared to the upstream region (Fig. 5a). The glider
sampled very deep mixed layers on the shelf down-
stream of the SFZ, where stratification is low. Previous
works (e.g., Patterson and Sievers 1980) have shown that
deep mixed layers in this region are not restricted to
wintertime, as lateral mixing processes may lead to ho-
mogeneity through the entire water column. However,
even discarding the data collected over the shelf, the
mixed layers downstream of the SFZ are significantly
deeper than those upstream.
b. Mesoscale context
The deflection of the SACCF over the SFZ leads to a
more unstable front downstream of the SFZ than up-
stream, where the front follows bathymetry, essentially
being steered by contours of f/h, where h is the height
of the water column. Similarly, the SBACC, which is
also topographically steered upstream of the SFZ, is
deflected around the Ona Basin just downstream of
the SFZ (Orsi et al. 1995), which may impart addi-
tional variability (Barré et al. 2008). The area to the east
of the SFZ and surrounding Elephant Island, known
as the Weddell–Scotia Confluence, is also prone to in-
creased variability due to the interaction of a number of
distinct boundary currents. In addition to the SBACC,
the ASF sheds eddies and filaments off Ona Ridge
FIG. 3. Temperature–depth sections of glider data (a) upstream and (b) downstream of the SFZ. The sections are
denoted by stars on the map in Fig. 1b. The black line is mixed layer depth using Ds 5 0.125 kgm23, and
white contours are potential density surfaces: 27.4, 27.5, and 27.6 kgm23 in (a) and 27.65, 27.7, and 27.75 kgm23
in (b). Temperature–salinity diagrams of glider data collected during the deployment for (c) SG-W and (d) SG-E.
Labels denoteAASW,WW, andCDW.Contours give neutral density surfaces in increments of 0.1 kgm23, with the
28.0 kgm23 neutral density contour labeled. The gray dots indicate measurements over the entire deployment; the
colored dots (enlarged for contrast) give the measurements from the sections in (a) and (b).
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(Flexas et al. 2015), and the Antarctic Coastal Current
circulates between the Antarctic Peninsula and the
northern islands before meeting up with the ASF
(Palmer et al. 2012). The injection of Weddell Sea wa-
ters and the shedding of Weddell eddies downstream of
the SFZ also results in a region that, while close in dis-
tance to the upstream region, is much more energetic
(Palmer et al. 2012; Thompson and Youngs 2013).
The horizontal buoyancy gradients exhibit signifi-
cant variability upstream and downstream of the SFZ.
The horizontal buoyancy gradient was calculated as the
average over the mixed layer depth, discarding the top
5m. Upstream of the SFZ, the largest values of bx are
located near the positions of the SBACC.Downstream,
the high values of bx are not constrained to the mean
frontal positions and are indicative of a more energetic
FIG. 4. Maps of (a),(b) mixed layer depths and (c),(d) horizontal buoyancy gradients bx for gliders (left) SG-W
and (right) SG-E. The 1000-m isobath is dark; note the difference in mixed layer depth range in (a) and (b). The
circle indicates deployment location, and the X indicates recovery location. The solid black line in (c) and (d)
denotes the mean position of the SBACC over the study period, and the dashed line indicates the mean position of
the SACCF.
FIG. 5. Comparisons of histograms of key properties upstream (purple) and downstream (green) of the SFZ: (a) mixed layer depth (m),
(b) down-front wind stress ty (Nm22), and (c) absolute value of horizontal buoyancy gradient bx (s
22). In (a), outlines denoteMLD from
LLC model, boxes from glider observations.
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meso- and submesoscale field [Figs. 4c,d; fronts located
using AVISO and the contours specified in Kim and
Orsi (2014)]. A comparison of the histograms of the
horizontal buoyancy gradients in both regions reveals a
significant offset between the two curves, with the
downstream region more likely to exhibit larger gra-
dients (Fig. 5c). This result is robust to the choice of
mixed layer depth criterion. The zonal wind stress is
virtually identical between the two regions (Fig. 5b),
and therefore this surface forcing alone cannot explain
the spatial variability in submesoscale activity.
c. Upper-ocean restratification processes
Glider data and ECMWF reanalysis winds are used to
determine the effects of surface forcing and sub-
mesoscale processes on the stratification of the upper
ocean, as detailed in section 2e. The parameterizations
of Fox-Kemper et al. (2008) and Thomas (2005) are used
to calculate equivalent heat fluxes caused by BCI and
Ekman buoyancy forcing, respectively (Fig. 6), which
are then compared to the surface heat flux Qsurf. Since
the two gliders are at roughly the same latitude and
the cloud cover across the SFZ is similar throughout
the deployment, Qsurf is approximately the same across
the two regions. There is a strong diurnal cycle, but the
forcing over the study period warms the surface ocean
with a mean value of Qsurf 5 188Wm
22. The surface
heat flux decreases from summer into early fall during
the deployment, with the mean over the first third
of the deploymentQsurf5 197Wm
22 and themean over
the last third of the deployment Qsurf 5 63Wm
22. The
magnitudes of QBCI and QEBF are larger, with mean
values of 580 and 273Wm22, respectively (Fig. 7).
Upstream of the SFZ, the equivalent heat flux extrema
are intermittent, happening roughly once per week,
associated with the deeper mixed layers and strong
horizontal buoyancy gradients near the shelf break
(Figs. 4a,c). Downstream of the SFZ, large values of
QBCI are more frequent. The large contribution of BCI
to the total heat flux (Fig. 7c) suggests that baroclinic
instability should have a leading-order impact on setting
the mixed layer depth. The contributions of these sub-
mesoscale heat fluxes to upper-ocean stratification are
explored in the following section.
d. Modeling the observed mixed layers
The PWP model was previously shown to accurately
reproduce mixed layer depths in regions such as the
North Pacific (Price et al. 1986) and the tropical Indo-
Pacific (Shinoda and Hendon 1998). However, the
ChinStrAP region was characterized by an abundance
of lateral processes, which are not captured by the tra-
ditional PWP model. We hypothesize that by in-
corporating the effect of these two-dimensional
processes into a modified PWP model, the model will
perform better in capturing mixed layer depth variabil-
ity. Indeed, the unmodified PWPmodel results in mixed
layer depths that are significantly deeper than those
observed by the glider. For SG-E, the PWP model
outputs a mean mixed layer depth and standard de-
viation of 229 6 33m, compared to 119 6 86m as ob-
served by the glider (a 92% error in mean and a 62%
error in standard deviation of the mixed layer). Not only
is the modeled mean mixed layer depth significantly
deeper than the actual mixed layer, the mixed layer
variance is not well captured by the PWP model.
FIG. 6. Sample transect showing calculations ofQEBF andQBCI. (a)Mixed layer depth asmeasured by SG-Wover
a single cross-shelf transect from A to B. Denoting the winds and light contours give the bathymetry (1000-m
isobath is dark). The x–y axis orients the reader for the calculations performed. (b) Alongfront (i.e., perpendicular
to glider track) wind stress component. (c) Horizontal buoyancy gradient bx, as measured by the Seaglider.
(d) Following (6) and (8),QBCI (light orange) andQEBF (blue-green) over the sample transect. For (b)–(d), the ‘‘x’’
marks on the top axis show the positions of the individual Seaglider dives; yellow circles on bottom axis of (d) show
periods of more than 25% gravitational instability in the mixed layer.
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To improve the performance of the PWP model, we
accounted for the effects of submesoscale motions via
the parameterizations for QEBF and QBCI (described in
section 2e). These two terms were combined into a
forcing term that is applied equally over the mixed layer
depth at each time step in the model Qsub, given as
Q
sub
5Q
EBF
1Q
BCI
. (8)
The result of this mPWP model is closer to the ob-
servations in terms of both mean mixed layer depth and
variance, providing mixed layers of 177 6 81m (a 6%
difference from the standard deviation of the glider
observations, although still a 48% difference from the
mean of the observations). Although the individual
mixed layer shoaling/deepening events do not match up
between the observations and the mPWP model, the
modified model does capture much of the character of
the observed mixed layer, with large variations of mixed
layer depth over relatively short time scales (Fig. 8). The
model output is also consistent with our findings that
the submesoscales are dominantly restratifying over the
period of deployment and indicates that accounting for
the submesoscale motions is critical to correctly model
mixed layer depths and variability.
Shoaling of the mean mixed layer throughout the
sample period can be observed in both the PWP and
mPWP models, although the effect is much more pro-
nounced for the mPWP configuration. Large et al.
(1994) discuss the need for advection of cold water and
salt into mixed layer models to offset the long-term
drifts caused by net surface heating/freshwater flux. The
mPWP model exhibits a larger shoaling over the model
run as there is a greater (equivalent) heat flux being
applied to the surface. The mPWP model captures the
transition from deep to shallow mixed layers observed
by the glider moving from December/January into the
end of the summer, while the standard PWPmodel does
not. Remaining differences between the observations
and the mPWP model can be attributed to other pro-
cesses, such as Langmuir circulations, or wave-forced
turbulence, which have been shown by Belcher et al.
(2012) to play a significant role in setting mixed layer
FIG. 7. Time series of heat forcing and equivalent buoyancy fluxes for (a) SG-W and (b) SG-E:Qsurf (gray),QMLI
(orange), andQEBF (green). Positive (negative) values are heat into (out of) the ocean. Gray boxes indicate times
when SG-W (SG-E) is downstream (upstream) of the SFZ. (c) Cumulative distribution of Qsurf (gray), QMLI
(orange), QEBF (green), and total heat flux (black) for SG-W (solid) and SG-E (dashed).
FIG. 8. (a) Density profile fromCTD (black) and glider SG-E (green). (b) Comparison of mixed layer depth from
observations fromSG-E (dark blue), PWPmodel (light blue), andmPWPmodel. The gray area indicates the period
when glider SG-E crossed to the western (upstream) side of the SFZ.
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depths in the Southern Ocean. Similarly, lateral advec-
tion and large-scale gradients in the background strati-
fication are not captured in the model and may also help
to explain some of the remaining discrepancies.
e. Variation of instabilities
There is also significant variation between the two re-
gions with regard to the types of instabilities the mixed
layer is conditioned to undergo, as described in section 2e
(Fig. 9). A comparison of the two time series of sub-
mesoscale instabilities shows that the region upstream of
the SFZ is more susceptible to gravitational instability. In
contrast, the area downstream of the SFZ experiences
frequent, but intermittent, episodes that would indicate
symmetric instability, sometimes extending through the
whole mixed layer (Fig. 9b). The spatial pattern of in-
stabilities (Fig. 9c) shows that symmetric instability is
favored both on- and off-shelf downstream. Upstream of
the SFZ, periods of conditioning of 25% or more of the
mixed layer toward gravitational instability occur 28% of
the time. This is especially common far from the shelf
break. These classifications are consistent with Adams
et al. (2017), who observed conditions suitable for gravi-
tational and symmetric instabilities during early fall in the
Scotia Sea. We propose that the enhancement of gravi-
tational instability upstream of the SFZ can in part be
attributed to the persistent forcing of the ACC’s topo-
graphically steered fronts by down-front winds. On a
dive-by-dive basis, it may not be possible to identify
forcing factors contributing to a certain type of instability
conditioning; however, there is a larger-scale pattern
aligning periods of gravitational instability with higher
EBF off the shelf (as compared to on shelf), as seen
in Fig. 6. We leave a more in-depth investigation of
the mechanisms behind the specific instabilities to a
future work.
f. Validation of glider-based PV calculations
The calculation of PV from the Seagliders requires the
gliders to be piloted perpendicular to the orientation of
the front. This requires the following assumptions: (i)
variation in the alongfront direction is negligible, and (ii)
velocities across the front are negligible. With the addi-
tional assumption that vertical velocities are small, we
obtain an expression for observational PV [(2)]. To verify
the validity of these simplifications, the LLC 1/488 GCM
was utilized. Three subdomains over the deployment area
were extracted from the model output, comprising over
150 sections. The full Ertel PV and the observational PV
calculated from these transects show many of the same
structures; the amplitude of the observational PV esti-
mates tend to be smaller than the full PV, especially in the
mixed layer (Figs. 10a,b). These calculations were per-
formedwithin the top-200-m depth using snapshots every
two hours over a period of 5 days for each subdomain.
Comparing the signs of the respective PV calculations
reveals the same sign at 92.3% of all these points in space
and time. False positives, or times when the observational
PV indicates instability but the full PV does not, occur
only 2.1% of the time. As the three subdomains were
chosen from multiple regions with different dynamics,
and calculations were performed for a range of days and
times, this provides additional confidence in the as-
sumptions and, thus, the PV and instability calculations.
4. Discussion
a. Summer submesoscale activity
Previous studies have shown that the intensity of sub-
mesoscale activity can undergo a strong seasonal cycle,
linked to changes in the mixed layer depth and in some
cases tomesoscale stirring (Sasaki et al. 2014; Callies et al.
FIG. 9. Time series of submesoscale instability preconditioning (a) upstream and (b) downstream of the SFZ for
gravitational (yellow), mixed gravitational/symmetric (red), and symmetric (black) instabilities. (c) Map of the
study area (1000-m isobath is dark) with glider tracks for SG-W (purple) and SG-E (green). The series has been
filtered such that more than 20% of the mixed layer is conditioned for a given instability at a given time step.
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2015; Buckingham et al. 2016). Instances of symmetric
instability have been observed in western boundary cur-
rents (D’Asaro et al. 2011; Thomas et al. 2016), and
conditions suitable for symmetric instability have been
documented in the subtropical open ocean in both the
Atlantic (Thompson et al. 2016) and Pacific (Hosegood
et al. 2013) basins. However, these previous studies either
have focused explicitly on the winter season or have
found a particularly vigorous submesoscale field during
the winter months. This study, in contrast, took place
during the summer months and into the early fall, when
shallower mixed layers and increased stratification have
previously been found to suppress submesoscale activity
in other ocean basins. Our findings of an active sub-
mesoscale in the Southern Ocean corroborate the results
of du Plessis et al. (2017), who conducted a similar survey
in the subantarctic zone in spring–summertime.
In the ChinStrAP study, we found evidence support-
ing the existence of symmetric instability in Southern
Drake Passage during the austral summer (December–
March). Favorable conditions for symmetric instability
were found downstream of the SFZ for the duration of
the study. The likely presence and prevalence of sub-
mesoscale instabilities, even in the summertime,
requires a reevaluation of the way that dynamics of this
scale are considered in climate and circulation models,
for example, via new parameterizations for SI put forth
by Bachman et al. (2017a). As seen in Klein and Lapeyre
(2009), density gradients at the submesoscale can be
responsible for up to 50% of the vertical exchange be-
tween the mixed layer and the thermocline below.
Combined with the active summertime submesoscale
presented here, this suggests that current models may be
underestimating the strength of the dynamical compo-
nent of the Southern Ocean biological pump.
b. Spatial variations: Upstream vs downstream of
Shackleton Fracture Zone
Three key components contribute to the parameteri-
zations ofQEBF andQBCI: mixed layer depth; horizontal
buoyancy gradient bx, indicative of mesoscale and sub-
mesoscale stirring; and wind stress-front orientation ty.
While the mode of the mixed layer depth (histogram
peak in Fig. 5a) is similar across our study region, the
distribution of mixed layer depths upstream of the SFZ
is much tighter, while downstream of the SFZ, there is a
long tail on the distribution (Fig. 5a). The other main
difference between the regions is in the horizontal
(along track) buoyancy gradient bx, where there is an
offset between the histograms, with stronger buoyancy
gradients downstream of the SFZ (Fig. 5b).
The differences in horizontal buoyancy gradients up-
stream and downstream of the SFZ suggest different dy-
namical regimes, which imply differing magnitudes, types,
and frequency of submesoscale instabilities. Upstream of
the SFZ, there are strong events of EBF and/orBCIwith a
significant impact on the equivalent heat budget of the
upper ocean (Figs. 7a,c), but these events are localized to a
narrow region associated with the SBACC. The topo-
graphically constrained fronts and the persistence of the
westerly (down front) winds generate the gravitational
instabilities classified in Fig. 9. In contrast, these same
events downstream of the SFZ are much more frequent
and occur over a broader spatial extent, owing to both the
larger buoyancy gradients and deeper mixed layers, both
of which precondition the upper ocean for symmetric
FIG. 10. Representative potential vorticity section as calculated from the 1/488 LLCmodel configuration. (a) The
qErtel, the full Ertel PV as given by (1), and (b) qObs, the observational PV as given by (2). This transect coincides
with the downstream section highlighted in Fig. 1b. (c) Histogram heat map (log scale) of qErtel and qObs from the
top 200m of 150 modeled transects.
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instability. Critically, these differences occur despite ex-
periencing the same surface forcing fields.
We propose that the increased submesoscale activity
downstream of the SFZ is due to two main factors: spatial
variations in eddy kinetic energy (EKE) and upper-ocean
stratification. Differences in the surface EKE are captured
clearly in both satellite altimetry data aswell as output from
the LLC (Fig. 11). These patterns in EKE are strongly
influenced by the bathymetry, both due to the deflection of
the SBACC over the SFZ and the retroflection of the ASF
exiting the Weddell Sea. Both of these processes tend to
generate mesoscale eddies that will increase lateral stirring
and induce variability at submesoscales. The LLC shows
how the ACC becomes unstable as it passes through the
SFZ, leading to an increase in EKE downstream. This
signal is weaker in the observed sea surface height vari-
ability owing to the much lower resolution of AVISO
compared to the LLC, but the observations still show that
the average summertime EKE is enhanced downstream of
the SFZ (Fig. 11a). In addition to EKE, the large-scale
circulation supports weaker vertical stratification of the
upper ocean downstream of the SFZ. The main cause of
this is the shorewardpenetration ofAASWupstreamof the
SFZ, whereas the northward deflection of the SBACC
limits its southward extension downstream. Thus, down-
stream of the SFZ, relatively homogeneous upper-ocean
density contributes to lower PV and deeper mixed layers
that store more potential energy and may thus be more
prone to submesoscale instabilities.
c. Impact and limitations of the study
Separating spatial and temporal variability in the glider
data is a significant challenge. The experimental design of
the field program acted to counteract this in several ways.
First, the simultaneous piloting of the gliders upstream
and downstream of the SFZ allows the direct comparison
of dynamics and water-mass properties between the two
regions. Each glider also occupied transects in approxi-
mately the same location over multiple weeks; these
multiply occupied sections support that variability is
predominantly spatial, rather than temporal. The glider
capabilities (e.g., speed through the water) also influence
our interpretation of these time series. First, the time to
complete a full transect is long compared to the time
scales of submesoscale dynamics. Thus, we emphasize
that this study provides a statistical survey of the region
and not a perfect snapshot of the dynamical regime; we
stress the intercomparison of patterns, rather than the
absolutemagnitudes. The second is a practical matter; the
glider often flewat a speed comparable to or less than that
of the depth-averaged current, making it difficult to fly
the glider perpendicular to the front.
The key assumption in our calculations of equivalent
heat fluxes and Richardson numbers was that the gliders
were flown perpendicular to the frontal structure of
the ACC, which allowed us to simplify PV into a
two-dimensional expression. This was more success-
ful upstream of the SFZ than downstream, with SG-W
maintaining relatively straight trajectories across the
continental shelf for the majority of the deployment
(Fig. 1). Downstream of the SFZ, the frontal structure is
less well defined. Because the glider tracks are less
perpendicular to the shelf, it is more difficult to know the
glider’s orientation with respect to the fronts. Critically,
though, the LLC model does reproduce intermittent
regions in the surface mixed layer where PV . 0 in the
FIG. 11. Surface eddy kinetic energy (m2 s22) over the ChinStrAP study region (December–March). Gray
contours underneath show the bathymetry of the study region: calculated from (a) AVISO 1/68 altimetry data from
2006–16 and (b) the 1/488 LLC MITgcm for December 2011–March 2012. Values have been blanked out for ba-
thymetry shallower than 750m. EKE in (a) has a maximum value that is 1/3 the maximum of EKE in (b) due to the
differing resolutions of the two datasets.
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summertime, consistent with our observations. Fur-
thermore, analysis of the LLC also demonstrates higher
propensities for conditioning toward gravitational in-
stability upstream of the SFZ and toward symmetric
instability downstream of the SFZ.
Despite the limitations of this study, the results pro-
vide valuable insight into submesoscale variability in
one region of the Southern Ocean. Most notably, al-
though previous work has shown the importance of
submesoscale activity (e.g., Klein and Lapeyre 2009;
Rosso et al. 2014), this is among the first studies to show
such ubiquitous submesoscale dynamics during the
summertime, a period when shallow mixed layers and
increased stratification should act to prohibit the in-
stabilities explored in this study (see also du Plessis et al.
2017). The comparison of observed mixed layers and
those calculated by the PWP bulk mixed layer model
demonstrate the importance of these dynamics in setting
the mixed layer depth and stratification of the upper
ocean. We have also shown the existence of two very
different submesoscale dynamical regimes separated
by a relatively small distance; conditioning by the
background flow is largely influenced by the underlying
bathymetry. We stress the need to characterize regional
variability in the ACC. The abrupt change in sub-
mesoscale character due to topography is another ex-
ample of localized ‘‘hot spots’’ that have a dynamical
influence on the SouthernOcean (Abernathey andCessi
2014; Thompson and Naveira Garabato 2014; Dufour
et al. 2015; Viglione and Thompson 2016; Tamsitt et al.
2016). We propose that similar dynamical shifts may
occur in other regions of the Southern Ocean with large
topographic features, for example, Kerguelen Plateau
and the Pacific–Antarctic Ridge (Rosso et al. 2014),
which has implications for the localization of CO2 up-
take in the Southern Ocean. In particular, because of
the fine spatial structure of these upper-ocean pro-
cesses, long time series of pCO2 concentrations in spe-
cific locations, such as Drake Passage (Takahashi et al.
2009), may provide misleading information about the
Southern Ocean carbon cycle if simply extrapolated
circumpolarly.
5. Conclusions
Two Seagliders were deployed north of the Antarctic
Peninsula from December 2014 to April 2015, sampling
both up- and downstream of the Shackleton Fracture
Zone (SFZ). Sampling at a mean horizontal resolution
of 1.6 km, this study resolves the upper-ocean sub-
mesoscale density structure of a key region of the ocean
for water-mass ventilation andmodification (Sallée et al.
2010; Abernathey et al. 2016), as well as shelf-slope
exchange and water-mass modification (Ruan et al.
2017). Although the mesoscale eddy stirring, strong
wind forcing, deep mixed layers, and persistent fronts
would suggest the Southern Ocean to be a hotbed for
submesoscale activity, little observational work has
been undertaken here to validate numerical simulations
(Rocha et al. 2016; Adams et al. 2017). In this work,
we present evidence for an active submesoscale field,
even in summer months, but distinct geographical dif-
ferences in the characteristics of these submesoscale
motions. The conditions for symmetric instability are
found almost exclusively downstream of the SFZ,
suggesting fundamental differences in the dynamics of
the regions on either side of the SFZ. The primary
differences between the two regions are deeper mixed
layers and stronger lateral buoyancy gradients down-
stream of the SFZ. Together, these contribute to the
preconditioning of the downstream region for in-
creased submesoscale activity.
Finally, comparisons were made between the glider
observations and two different models. First, the 1D
PWP bulk mixed layer model was used in an attempt to
replicate the time-evolving mixed layer depth. This
model was seen to diverge from the observations be-
cause of its exclusion of submesoscale and other three-
dimensional processes. When parameterized fluxes,
QEBF andQBCI, were added into the surface forcing, the
modified PWPmodel was more accurate in representing
the variability in the mixed layer depth time series, al-
though the mean values were still 50% larger than the
observations. PV calculated from the glider observa-
tions was compared to the full Ertel PV as diagnosed
from the 1/488 LLC model. The LLC was also sub-
sampled and used to calculate the PV using the same
simplifications as when calculating the observed PV
from the glider. These results showed that while some
caution must be used in calculating PV from gliders, the
sign of the observed PV is predominantly the same as
the sign of the full PV (in 92.3% of instances, both PV
calculations had the same sign).
This work provides evidence that the submesoscale is
highly active in the Southern Ocean even during the
summertime, significantly altering the stratification of
the upper ocean with implications for carbon capture
and the biological pump. The intermittency of these
events as well as the size of the variations over short
spatial scales suggests that this is a complex phenome-
non that will remain challenging to represent in nu-
merical models not focused on localized regions; this is
particularly true for the role of submesoscale on air–sea
coupling. The comparison of these observations to a
high-resolution model validates the use of gliders to
study instabilities at this scale.
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